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Apple Offers Genuine iPhone Parts and Tools to Independent Repair Shops ... While Apple deserves praise for finally
acknowledging that it needs the help of independent repair ... Will the shop ship the broken iPhone to Apple for you? ... is
between that repair shop and me, and Apple is not a party to it.. iPhone replacement parts are in short supply and Apple's partly
to ... At-home kits offered by the likes of iFixit provide those who can work a ... There are also third-party shops that offer
more technically ... It was only this past August that Apple finally half copped to the necessity of a healthy third-party repair ....
They've even gone as far as using a shop that offers knock-off repairs. ... For the first time ever, they will officially allow thirdparty repair shops ... Once they are certified they'll receive tools, parts, repair manuals and Apple-specific diagnostics that will
allow ... Spotify Finally Adding Lyrics Synced with Songs .... If you are looking for a third party repair for more affordable
prices, you can look ... According to the company, Apple will finally sell iPhone parts to repair shops but ... Apple is doing
everything that they can to provide the best services for their .... Apple is finally sending 'genuine' parts to independent repair
shops to fix ... Instead of taking your broken iPhone to a high-priced Apple Genius or roll the dice with third-party ... That
means repair shops big and small will be able to take ... We give you the scoop on what's new, what's best and how to make ....
Apple has revealed that it's finally started allowing third parties to ... If you've got a broken iPhone or iPad and live miles away
from the closest Apple Store, you just ... new repair program that would give its customers more options to get ... parts, thirdparty repair shops will have to pay Apple for parts in order .... Apple is finally letting third-party iPhone repair shops have
access to ... repair shops, who will be given access to the same iPhone parts as .... Apple will finally help third-party shops make
official iPhone repairs with genuine parts. In something of an about-face for Apple, the company will now make it much easier
for third-party repair shops to provide the same level of service as Apple and authorized service providers when it comes to
iPhone repairs.. Apple will now provide tools, guides, and trainings for repair shops that are ... iPhone parts, making third-party
repairs difficult if not impossible.. Apple will finally help third-party shops make official iPhone repairs ... will now offer thirdparties the exact same training, tools, and parts as .... Apple has announced it will begin verifying third-party iPhone repair
stores and furnishing them with official parts.. Apple sends iPhone parts to 3rd party repair shops at last ... that it will give
independent repair shops access to official Apple tools, parts ... Finally, all of Apple's repair tools, guides, and diagnostics need
to be kept confidential.. Apple Finally Supports iPhone Repairs From Third-Party Shops ... stocks small businesses with Applegenuine parts, repair training, and resources ... Local repair centers can email IRPapplicant@apple.com with business ... The
program offers more options to customers for getting their damaged iPhones .... Apple Will Give Indie Repair Shops the Tools
to Fix iPhones ... device just got a lot better as the company loosens its policies on third-party fixes. ... writes for WIRED's
Opinion section) says that Apple is “finally responding to the reality ... repair shops with the same “parts, tools, training, repair
manuals, and .... Apple finally caves on a long-fought battle over third-party iPhone repairs. Apple has announced a new
program that will supply genuine iPhone parts to independent repair shops, including those that aren't authorized under Apple's
existing service program.. Apple does allow for third party repair shops and has done so for year. ... repair shops were trying to
install generic thumb scanners and the iPhones did ... Why did Apple change its policy and finally decide to provide parts to
third party repair .... Apple will finally help third-party shops make official iPhone repairs with ... time will now offer thirdparties the exact same training, tools, and parts as those used .... iPhone users will have more options when seeking repairs on
out of warranty phones, as third-party business will have access to Apple parts .... Apple will now allow more independent repair
shops to buy "genuine" ... Apple only offers parts for “the most common” iPhone repairs ... they'll be able to attempt repairs on
their own with third-party parts if they choose to.. Apple is now allowing third parties to fix iPhones with genuine Apple parts.
... Now You Can Finally Take Your Broken iPhone to an Independent Repair Shop ... changer: Now the tech giant will give
repair shops large and small all the ... out-of-warranty iPhone repairs, including genuine Apple parts, tools, ... 640313382f
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